
Erasmus+, Kielce, Poland



 We went to the Lisbon airport to catch the plane to 

Brussels.

 In Brussels we changed planes to finally travel to Poland. 

 Both trips were good, comfortable and with good views.



 My expectations toward this mobility weren´t very high 

because I didn´t know if I was going to like the place 

where we were going, if the people would know how to 

speak English, if they would see us as tourists only and 

maybe accomodate us apart, if the food were good or not. 

So I was afraid of many things.



 When we arrived at Varsovia airport and came out,  it was 

around 1 a.m. We met one teacher from the Polish school 

waiting for us. She knew that our bagages didn’t arrive 

with us and she did everything  she could to help us so I 

though that  Polish people weren´t that bad, she was 

really kind.



 The first days were hard because everybody else went to 

bed earlier and woke up earlier too. Breakfast was too

early and we were not accustomed to that.

 Lunch was around 13.30 and dinner was between 19.00

and 20.00

 Those were the hardest parts, in my point of view.



 Every day in the morning we were always at school 

watching classes and doing workshops that were

connected to our courses and profiles. Sometimes we 

already knew what to do but sometimes we learnt new

things and that was really funny and educational.

 The teachers there knew how to do educational and funny

classes…



 In the afternoons we were visiting some interesting

places in Poland. 



 In the evenings we would normally visit the Kielce’s city

centre.



 Out of all these places, the one who touched me the

most was the Nazi concentration camp in Auschwitz, 

because we could get to know depply the horror that 

people have gone through during II WW and it was worse 

than I could imagine.



 The phrase that struck me the most



 There, in Poland, we met some people who don’t know 

how to speak English, for example some dormitory

employers. But we met other people who knew English

and told us what the other were saying.

 At school all students were trying to help us and interact 

with us... 



 In our free time we could go to the shopping center, get 

to know the city, we went to some souvenir shops, we 

could do a lot of things. Once we rented some electric

scooters and went for a ride around the city.



 During this Erasmus+ mobility we started to understand

how our education differs in dependence on the country; 

diferent ideas, methods…we could discuss our ideas and 

methods with Polish and Spanish students and teachers.

Because of that we learned more and we could grow 

professionally.

 Personally we could develop our personal skills

interacting with people from diferent countries, working

together, communicating in other languages and all of 

this in the future will be very helpful.



 This mobility was really good. We got to know the 

country, people,different food, customs and we worked

together.

 It was a lesson for the future life if we ever need to work 

out of the country.

 I liked it so much that I would love to return there one day 

and I would remember what I did there.

 I recommend to visit Poland to everyone!


